Toilet Bowl Cleaners

Chemicals
Chemicals & Janitorial

One trigger sprayer
is included in
each case.

C
B
A

D

JohnsonDiversey

a Vanish

®

Nonacid Bowl and Bathroom Cleaner II

Cleans and disinfects in one step. Powerful quaternary detergentthickened liquid for toilet bowls, urinals and general-purpose
bathroom cleaning and disinfecting. Bactericidal, virucidal, odor
neutralizer and deodorizer. EPA Registered. 32-oz. bottle. 6 bottles
per case.
DRK 90158
Case 38.48

b Vanish

®

Disinfectant Bowl Cleaner

Disinfects in one minute! 9.25% hydrochloric acid formula is
extra thick to cling to the sides of the bowl. Cleans, disinfects and
deodorizes toilet bowls and urinals. Dissolves lime and uric acid
deposits and stains. One-step hospital-grade cleaner/disinfectant.
EPA Registered. 32-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
♦DRK 90157
Case 102.32

c Easy Paks® Bowl Cleaner

Specially formulated enzyme/detergent blend attacks organic waste
and urinary salts without harsh acids or caustics. Will not harm
plumbing. Pleasant fragrance. Premeasured 1⁄2-oz. packet dissolves
completely in water. 90 packets per tub; 2 tubs per case.
DRK 90652
Case 46.44
CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!

E

F

3M

d 3M

™

Heavy-Duty Ready-to-Use Bowl Cleaner

23% hydrochloric acid formula helps remove the most difficult rust
stains and hard water mineral deposits from toilet bowls and urinals.
32-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
MCO 34764
Case 48.32

Amrep

e Misty

Bolex (26% HCl) Bowl Cleaner

f Misty

Secure (10% HCl) Bowl Cleaner

®

Highly concentrated blend of detergent, inorganic acid, wetting
agent and rinse additives dissolves organic encrustations, scale and
stains; keeps toilet bowls and urinals bright and clean. NSF/USDA
Classification C2. 32-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
AMR R925-12
Case 39.84
®

Mild acid bowl cleaner removes stains, mineral scale and organic
matter; keeps bowls and urinals clean and fresh smelling. Odor
counteractant kills most offensive odors. Nonfuming. NSF/USDA
Classification C2. 32-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
AMR R930-12
Case 56.02

Don’t Forget PLUNGERS / page 70
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Chemicals Glass Cleaners
New Ready-to-Dispense
maintenance-free dilution
control system.

JohnsonDiversey

a Windex

®
Super Concentrate Glass Cleaner
RTD® with Ammonia-D®

Ready-to-Dispense (RTD®) is the maintenance-free dilution control
system that’s built right into the bottle. Simply attach a hose and you’re
ready to dispense! Economical, concentrated formula in a readyto-dispense bottle. Cleans with Ammonia-D® plus grease-cutting
actives for a streak-free shine. Loosens soil upon contact. Won’t
streak or leave a film. Also cleans stainless steel, chrome, porcelain,
ceramic tile and Formica®. NSF Registered. Makes 14, 32-oz. readyto-use spray bottles. Requires Water Hook-Up Kit DRK 4129080 (sold
separately on page 80). One 1.5-liter bottle and two labeled spray
bottles per case.
DRK 3481049
Case 36.38
C

B

Windex® Glass Cleaners
Cleans with Ammonia-D® for a streak-free shine. Loosens soil upon
contact. Won’t streak or leave a film. Also cleans chrome, stainless
steel, Plexiglas® and other hard surfaces. Contains no phosphates.

A

No.

Size

Ready-To-Use

b DRK 94123
c ♦DRK 90139

Case Qty.

Case

12-oz. Pump Sprayer
12
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
12
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer*
12
Gallon Refill	  4

54.64
97.54
97.54
76.52

64-oz. Concentrate	  4
*UPS–able: capped, sprayer separate

57.66

DRK 90135

d DRK 90940
Concentrate

e DRK 90136

f Windex

in 5-Gallon Bag-In-Box Dispenser

g Windex

in Aerosol Can

h Windex

Antibacterial Multi-Surface Cleaner

i Windex

Glass & Surface Wipes

®

Time-saving, no-mess, economical, stackable bag-in-box dispenser
of ready-to-use glass and multi-surface cleaner for refilling plastic
spray bottles. Cleans with Ammonia-D® for a streak-free shine. Builtin handles and easy-to-pour dispenser spigot. No phosphates. One
5-gallon dispenser per case.
DRK 90122
Case 66.84

E

D

®

Ready-to-use formula has foam boosters for maximum cling,
minimum run-off. Cleans with Ammonia-D® for a streak-free shine.
No chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). 20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
DRK 90129
Case 74.88
®

Versatile cleaner effectively kills 99.9% of bacteria, removes grease
and cleans surfaces, including glass, to a streak-free shine. Sanitizes
hard, nonporous surfaces in 10 seconds. Disinfects hard, nonporous
surfaces in five minutes. Wherever food contact is likely, rinse
surface with tap water after use. 32-oz. trigger spray bottle.
12 bottles per case.
DRK CB317697
Case 99.40

F

®

G
H

For quick and easy cleaning of glass and other hard surfaces. Leaves
a streak-free shine. 25 premoistened wipes per resealable packet;
12 packets per case.
DRK CB109264
Case 74.40

j Glass Plus

®

Light-duty, nonammoniated cleaner cuts through dirt, grease and
grime on windows, mirrors, appliances and more.
No.
♦DRK 94378
DRK 94379

I
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Size
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
Gallon Refill

Case Qty.
12
4

Case
83.58
67.76

J
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Glass Cleaners

Chemicals
Chemicals & Janitorial

Clorox Professional

a Formula 409

®

Glass & Surface Cleaner

Cleans and shines windows, mirrors, stainless steel and other hard
surfaces with less streaking. Dissolves food and petroleum grease
on hard surfaces.
No.
♦CLO 35293
♦CLO 03107

b Clorox

®

Size
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
Gallon Refill

Case Qty.
9
4

Case
39.80
42.64

Green Works™ Natural Glass & Surface Cleaner RTU

Powerful, natural cleaner without harsh chemical fumes or chemical
residue. Cleaning power derived from the most effective natural
sources, such as coconut-based cleaning agent, essential lemon
oils, corn-based alcohol and earth-based materials. Cleans multiple
surfaces throughout kitchen, bathroom and workplace. Safe for use
on glass, mirrors, appliances and stainless steel. Cuts through filmy
residue and cooked-on grease. Contains no phosphorous or bleach.
No.
CLO 00459
CLO 00460

Size
Case Qty.
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
12
64-oz. Refill	  6

A

Case
70.22
65.48

Reckitt Benckiser

c Professional Easy-Off

®

Glass Cleaner

Ammonia-free concentrated formula leaves surfaces streak- and filmfree. Cleans windows, mirrors, display cases, appliances, tile, vinyl and
laminated plastics without rinsing. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
REC 75116
Case 57.38

Franklin

d No-Drip Gel Window Cleaner

B

C

No-streak formula stays where you spray it! Thick gel formulation will
not drip or run. Ideal for use on windows, mirrors, car windshields,
virtually any glass surface. Special cleaning agents wipe out dirt,
grease, grime and more. Leaves surfaces clean and residue-free.
16-oz. trigger spray bottle. 6 bottles per case.
FRK F067806
Case 24.08

e T.E.T.

®

#1 Glass Cleaner

Ultra-concentrated, nonammoniated, multi-solvent blend cuts
through grease and grime on glass and other hard surfaces, including
Plexiglas®. Dries quickly without streaks or smears. Portion-controlled
dilution for consistent, “no waste” results: simply squeeze bottle and
the exact amount of concentrate fills the interior “cup” chamber; pour
into dispensing container and add water. NSF/USDA Classification C1.
Recommended dilution: normal (1:32). 16-oz. bottle yields 4 gallons of
RTU product. 2 bottles per case.
FRK F378616
Case 22.44

D

E

ITW Dymon

f CLEAR REFLECTIONS

®

Glass & Surface Wipes

Patented, residue- and streak-free cleaning solution in a soft, lintfree wipe. Easily removes dirt, dust, fingerprints, smudges, smoke
film, spots and soil from mirrors, windows, tinted glass, monitors and
lenses. Each wipe holds just the right amount of cleaner, eliminating
messy overspray. Ammonia-free formula dries crystal clear.
120 wipes, 7 x 101/2 size, per canister. 6 canisters per case.
DYM 98591
Case 79.48

g CLEAR REFLECTIONS

®

E

Mirror & Glass Cleaner

Unique patented formulation removes spots, film, grease, oil,
fingerprints, smudges and soils from glass and mirrors, and leaves
surfaces residue- and streak-free. Dries crystal clear, even when
oversprayed. Also cleans aluminum, chrome and stainless steel.
20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
DYM 38520  	
Case 49.48
CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!

F
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Chemicals Glass Cleaners
3M

a 3M

™

Glass Cleaner

Ready-to-use formula cleans windows, glass and mirrors, as well
as stainless steel, chrome, aluminum, ceramic, marble, Plexiglas®
and most plastics. Nonammoniated and nonstreaking. Dries fast.
32-oz. trigger spray bottle. 12 bottles per case.
MCO 35142
Case 52.62

Amrep

b Misty

Heavy-Duty Glass Cleaner

c Misty

HD Glass Cleaner Concentrate

®

Advanced nonammoniated formula cleans windows, mirrors,
countertops and glass displays of dirt, grease, smudges, fingerprints,
lipstick and other stubborn deposits. Wipes windshields free of
insects and nicotine film. Special foaming action deep-cleans
without streaking or smearing—and leaves no hazy film or residue.
Lemon fragrance. 20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A124-20
Case 45.94
®

A

B

Nonammoniated, professional-strength glass cleaner quickly
removes dirt, grease, grime and smoke film. Will not streak, smear
or haze. Use as a light-duty, multipurpose cleaner for glass, mirrors,
countertops, chrome, stainless steel, enamel, Formica®, ceramic
and other washable surfaces. Biodegradable formula meets VOC
guidelines. Dilutes up to 1:128 with water. Pleasant fragrance. Gallon
bottle. 4 bottles per case.
AMR R125-4
Case 70.70

Misty® Glass & Mirror Cleaner with Ammonia
Readily lifts soil and grease from windows, glass counters,
windshields, mirrors and more; dries quickly without streaking
or hazing. Mint fragrance.
No.

d AMR A121-20
e AMR R121-4

Size
Case Qty.
19-oz. Aerosol
12
Gallon	  4

Case
42.12
33.00

System Clean

f Glass & Window Cleaner
C

D

Industrial strength, high foaming, nonammoniated. Heavy-bodied
clinging foam contains oil-cutting detergents and degreasers. Easily
rids glass of dirt, film, grime, grease, bugs and smears. Contains no
oils, waxes or silicones, and leaves no streaky residue to attract
new dirt. 18.5-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
SYS 2020
Case 35.74

Unger

g The Pill Window Cleaning Tablets

One nontoxic, premeasured tablet mixes easily with water to make
21⁄2 gallons of window cleaner. Effective yet environmentally friendly.
Easily removes smoke and grease without leaving a film.
No.
UNG PL50
UNG PL10

E

38

F
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Qty./Unit
100 Tablets/Roll
10 Tablets/Pack

Unit
52.16
7.08

G
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Stainless Steel Cleaners & Polishes

Chemicals
Chemicals & Janitorial

Sheila Shine

a Stainless Steel Cleaner and Polish

Removes greasy film and water marks. Resists fingerprints and
streaking. Preserves the surface against deterioration. Also works
on Formica®, porcelain, fiberglass, enamel, plastic, leather and
furniture. NSF/USDA Classification A7.
No.
SSI 1
SSI 2
♦SSI 4

Size
Case Qty.
10-oz. Aerosol
12
Quart
12
Gallon	  4

Case
117.38
162.80
146.10

A

Reckitt Benckiser

b BRASSO

®

Polish

Removes tarnish from brass, copper, chrome, stainless steel and
pewter quickly and gently. Contains no harsh acids. Leaves a smooth,
polished surface and brilliant shine.
No.
REC 76523
REC 80900

Size
8-oz. Can
32-oz. Bottle

Case Qty.
8
8

Case
36.08
89.16

ITW Dymon

c Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish

Cleans, polishes and preserves the high luster of stainless steel.
Removes water marks, grease, film and fingerprints from stainless
steel, aluminum, chrome, copper and brass. Water-based formula
leaves behind an invisible protective finish. 20-oz. aerosol can.
12 cans per case.
DYM 20920
Case 91.16

d Stainless Steel Cleaner Towels

Stainless steel cleaner and polish in a convenient towel. Cleans,
polishes, brightens and protects without dripping or overspraying.
Prevents water marks and corrosion while it preserves the high luster
of stainless steel. For use on stainless steel, chrome and aluminum.
93/4 x 101/2 premoistened towels. 30 towels per self-dispensing
canister; 6 canisters per case.
DYM 91930
Case 80.24

e Metal Polishing SCRUBS

®

B

Cloths

Premoistened cloth with a low-ammonia formula that works on brass,
copper, gold, silver and more. Removes oxidation and polishes metal
surfaces in one step without scratching. Disposable and easy to use.
8 x 10.5 towels. 18 towels per resealable pack; 12 packs per case.
DYM 90218
Case 117.48

C

JohnsonDiversey

f Twinkle

®

Stainless Steel Cleaner and Polish

Water-based formula removes grease, dirt, fingerprints, smudges
and water marks from stainless steel, brass, aluminum and chrome.
Leaves no residue or greasy film. Protects against resoiling. Contains
no CFCs. Light lemon fragrance. 17-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
DRK 91224
Case 126.84

D

E

CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!
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Chemicals Stainless Steel Cleaners & Polishes
3M

a 3M

Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish

b 3M

Liquid Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish

™

Cleans and polishes stainless steel, chrome, aluminum and laminated
plastic surfaces. High gloss formula wipes clean with no streaks
or buildup. Pleasant lime fragrance. 21-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans
per case.
MCO 14002
Case 180.10
™

Ready-to-use formula cleans and polishes stainless steel, chrome,
aluminum and laminated plastic surfaces. High gloss formula wipes
clean with no streaks or buildup. Pleasant lime fragrance. 32-oz.
bottle. 6 bottles and 1 trigger sprayer per case.
MCO 19927
Case 144.54

Amrep

c Misty

Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish

d Misty

Painless Stainless Steel Cleaner

®

A

A blend of special cleaners and polishing oils ideal for use on
brushed and high-gloss metal surfaces. Restores a “like new”
shine and leaves a protective coating to help retard tarnishing.
Nonabrasive. NSF/USDA Classification C1. 15-oz. aerosol can.
12 cans per case.
AMR A141-20
Case 87.10

B

®

A water-based cleaner formulated to clean and polish stainless
steel without leaving a greasy film. Foam spray clings to surfaces
to penetrate dirt and grease for minimal wiping. NSF/USDA
Classification C1. 18-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A142-20
Case 73.98

System Clean

e Stainless Steel Polish & Cleaner

Designed for use on stainless steel, chromium, aluminum, zinc, mild
steel, brass, copper and silver. Acts to restore a brilliant, “like new”
shine, and leaves a protective coat to help resist tarnishing. 15-oz.
aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
SYS 2040
Case 69.94

C

D

E

Simple Green

f Stainless Steel One-Step Cleaner & Polish

Ready-to-use, high-tech formula for cleaning and maintaining highend chrome and stainless steel appliances, sinks, fixtures, counters
and more. Removes smudges, fingerprints and water stains, and
protects from spills and daily wear and tear. Wipes clean for a deep
luster and leaves behind an antistatic surface that resists dust,
fingerprints, water spots and smudges. Nontoxic formula doesn’t build
up on surfaces so it’s ideal for everyday use and safer for use around
children and pets. 32-oz. trigger spray bottle. 12 bottles per case.
SMP 18300
Case 110.64

JohnsonDiversey

g TEMP

™

Paste Cleaner & Polish

Polishes tile, enamel, metal and porcelain. Also for use as a graffiti
remover. Mildly abrasive formula quickly removes stubborn stains.
Easy to use—simply wipe on and wipe off. Safe on most surfaces,
including sinks, bathroom stalls, tubs, cement walls, etc. 1.5-lb. tub.
12 tubs per case.
DRK 4410279
Case 142.00

F
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Furniture Polish

Chemicals
Chemicals & Janitorial

JohnsonDiversey

a Pledge

®

Wipes

Premoistened to clean, polish and protect furniture. Wipes leave a
natural, protective shine with no wax buildup. Brings out the natural
beauty every time you clean. Lemon scent. 18 wipes per packet;
12 packets per case.
DRK CB121289
Case 80.20

Pledge® Furniture Polish
Gentle cleansing conditioners remove fingerprints, smudges and
dirt from wood furniture, cabinets, paneling, vinyl and leather.
Shines, dusts, polishes, protects in one easy step. Anti-Dust®
formula with Allergen Trappers™ keeps surfaces dust-free longer.
Leaves no waxy buildup. Aerosols—no CFCs.
				
No.
Scent
Size
Natural Beauty

b DRK 94430
DRK 94399

Dust & Allergen

c DRK 94431

d Duster Plus

®

Case
Qty.

Case

Lemon
Lemon

17.7 oz.	  6
12.5 oz.
12

66.58
96.22

Outdoor Fresh

12.5 oz.

98.16

12

A

B

Cleaner

Dusts, cleans and shines wood, resilient floors, even stainless
steel. Works like a magnet to remove dust and clean oil-based and
water-based smudges and stains. Can also be used as a dust mop
treatment. Picks up dust rather than scattering it, so you dust less
often. Fresh lemon fragrance. Contains no CFCs. 17-oz. aerosol can.
6 cans per case.
DRK 94752
Case 52.50

Reckitt Benckiser

e Old English

Furniture Polish

f Old English

Furniture Wipes

®

The quick and easy way to clean, shine and help protect your
furniture every day without residue buildup. Especially formulated for
everyday marks and soft drink stains. Pleasant lemon scent. 12.5-oz.
aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
REC 74035
Case 69.70
®

FYI

Premoistened towelettes condition wood and remove dust and
smudge marks in one easy step. Waterguard™ Protectant helps
prevent water marks that can stain wood furniture. Advanced
conditioning formula contains natural lemon oil. Can also be used on
leather, marble, painted wood, vinyl and plastic-laminated surfaces.
25 wipes per canister; 12 canisters per case.
REC 75821
Case 73.08

Caring For Wood Furniture
• Dust buildup can actually cause small scratches in wood finish.
Regular dusting protects the finish. Always dust gently, following
the grain of the wood.
• Polish with a paste or liquid wax to protect the wood, prolong the
life of the finish and minimize dust buildup.
• Avoid direct sunlight and heat. Heat can cause the wood to warp
or split, while exposure to sunlight can cause the finish to crack.
• Use a colored wax or stain stick to cover small scratches and nicks.
Wax sticks protect the wood and help to camouflage the scratch; stain
sticks hide light scratches.

CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!

C

D

E

F
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Chemicals Furniture Polish • Wood Cleaners
System Clean

a Furniture Polish

Spray wax on, wipe dirt off. No waiting, no rubbing. Soil, stains and
fingerprints disappear instantly. Leaves a clean, hard wax finish that
resists dust, grime and water. For woodwork, Formica®, leather, vinyl,
brass, chrome, stainless steel, tile, marble, appliances, even glass.
19-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
SYS 2030
Case 53.32

Amrep

b Misty

Furniture Polish For Metal

c Misty

Furniture Polish for Wood

d Misty

Lemon Oil Polish

®

A

B

C

Versatile multi-surface, multipurpose polish works well on virtually
any furniture surface, but is especially suited for metal, laminates,
polyurethanes and other nontraditional furniture finishes. Easy-touse lemon oil and silicone formula brings protection and gloss to
nonporous surfaces as well as traditional wood. 18-oz. aerosol can
with a 360° valve. 12 cans per case.
AMR A135-20 	
Case 69.46
®

Cleans, polishes and dusts in one easy application. Removes old wax
buildup and helps fill minor scratches and nicks at the same time.
Cleans wood, leather, vinyl and other fine-quality surfaces. Lemon
fragrance. 19-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A134-20
Case 67.48
®

Cleans fine wood furniture and stainless steel. Removes soil, old wax
buildup, dust and debris. Also, an excellent dust mop treatment.
No.
♦AMR R135-4
AMR R135-12

Size
Case Qty.
Gallon	  4
Quart (32 oz.)
12

Case
104.52
111.12

Ecolab

D

e Professional Behold

®

A blend of lemon oil, wax and cleaners. Protects furniture with a
long-lasting hard wax finish. 16-oz. aerosol can. 6 cans per case.
JAN 96406
Case 43.84

f Professional Endust

®

No-wax formula removes dust, soil and surface wax buildup.
15-oz. aerosol can. 6 cans per case.
JAN 96291
Case

56.24

Murphy Oil Soap

g Murphy

®

E

F

Oil Soap

Cleans wood, leather, vinyl and other fine-quality surfaces. Contains
no harsh abrasives.
No.
MUR 01103
MUR 01106
♦MUR 01185

Size
Case Qty.
Gallon	  4
Quart (32 oz.)
12
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
12

Case
76.62
67.40
80.62

G
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Floor Cleaners

Chemicals

PRODUCT SELECTION

GUIDE

Low-Maintenance System: Products designed for facilities requiring a low labor/material investment
due to personnel, equipment and budget issues. Floors will have a clean, long-lasting satin finish.
Conventional-Maintenance System: Products designed for facilities requiring a high level of
appearance supported by personnel, equipment and budget to provide service 1-5 times per week.
Floors will be clean and have a high level of gloss.
High-Maintenance System: Products designed for facilities requiring the highest level of cleanliness
and appearance supported by personnel, equipment and budget to provide service over 5 times per
week. Floors will have a consistent, ”wet look“ gloss.
- n/a

STRIPPERS

LOW-MAINT.

- GOOD

- BETTER

CONVENTIONAL

- EXCELLENT

HIGH-MAINT.

Green Option™

Chemicals & Janitorial

HARD FLOOR CARE

Superscope™ II
OFFense™
Once Over™
Film Buster Aerosol Stripper
T.E.T.® Power Stripper

CLEANERS
Compare™
FreshBreeze™
T.E.T.® Neutral Floor

FINISHES
Quasar®-25% Solids
MegaStar™-22% Solids
Nova X®-20% Solids
Interstate 50®-20% Solids
Green Option™-19% Solids
Excel®-19% Solids
DE-Fense®-17% Solids

SEALERS
Accolade™
Super Gard™

MAINTAINERS
Restorit®
T.E.T.® UHS Combo
CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!
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Chemicals Floor Cleaners
Franklin

a Green Option

Floor Stripper

™

Green Seal Certified for industrial and institutional floor care.
Concentrated, low-odor, non-butyl formula quickly penetrates
and emulsifies soil, sealers, finish and wax buildup. Solventfree formulation eliminates offensive odors associated with
traditional stripping formulas. Recommended dilution: normal
(1:4). 5-gallon cube.
FRK 219025
Each 108.98

A

b Superscope

™

II Non-Ammoniated Stripper

Low-odor, non-ammoniated formula is ideal for use in areas where
ammonia odor is a problem, such as hospitals, restaurants and
nursing homes. Powerful stripper removes all types of floor finishes
and most sealers. For vinyl, vinyl composition, asphalt, rubber, brick,
terrazzo, quarry tile and concrete. Recommended dilution: normal
(1:8), extreme build-up (1:4). 5-gallon cube.
FRK F209025
Each 50.02

c OFFense

™

Stripper

High-performance. Patented, fast-acting, no-rinse stripper. Specially
formulated to quickly penetrate and dissolve hard-to-remove floor
finish buildup. Low odor, low foaming. For vinyl, vinyl composition,
vinyl asbestos, asphalt, marble, terrazzo, concrete and magnesite
floors. Recommended dilution: normal (1:4).

B

No.
FRK F218022
FRK F218026

d Once Over

™

Size
Gallon Bottle
5-Gallon Pail

Qty./Unit
4/Case
1/Pail

Unit
94.58
106.66

Stripper

Excellent value no-rinse stripper. Penetrates through and suspends
normal floor finish buildup for rinse-free removal. Safe on most
resilient and nonresilient floors, including mineral surfaces,
vinyl, vinyl composition, asphalt, rubber, terrazzo, brick and quarry
tile. Recommended dilution: normal (1:4), extreme buildup (1:1).
5-gallon pail.
FRK F200026
Pail
99.66

C

Reckitt Benckiser

e MASTERPIECE

®

Penetrating Wax Stripper

Concentrated. For use on most waxes, acrylic finishes and sealers on
both resilient and nonresilient floors. Tough and effective; acts fast to
emulsify burnished floor finishes and heavy wax buildups. Ammoniaand phosphate-free. For floor machine application. 5-gallon pail.
♦REC 07005
Pail
97.94

JohnsonDiversey

f Floor Science

®

D

Stripper

Strips floors in minimal time. For tough jobs on burnished or spray
buffed finishes. Extra heavy-duty, nonammonia stripper penetrates
fast to remove finish and dissolve tough buildups. Low foaming.
Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
♦DRK 98726
Case 74.00

Amrep

g Misty

®

X-Wax Stripper

Nonflammable, foaming wax stripper with an inverted valve. Cleans
and strips areas where a floor machine cannot reach. Ideal for
baseboards, metal doors and frames. 20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans
per case.
AMR A806-20
Case 61.54
E
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Floor Cleaners

Chemicals
Chemicals & Janitorial

Franklin

a Compare

™

General-Purpose Cleaner

Triple-action, heavy-duty neutral cleaner. General-purpose, mopon floor or automatic scrubber cleaner. Low foaming, rinse-free,
biodegradable. For use on all floor surfaces not harmed by water.
Fresh herbal fragrance. Recommended dilution: normal (1:64).
No.
FRK F216022
FRK F216026

Size
Gallon Bottle
5-Gallon Pail

b FreshBreeze

Qty./Unit
4/Case
1/Pail

Unit
51.30
58.56

Ultra-Concentrated Neutral pH Cleaner

™

Economical, concentrated neutral cleaner effectively cleans without
dulling the finish. For use with mop and bucket or autoscrubber. Low
foaming, rinse-free. For use on all floor surfaces not harmed by water.
Clean citrus fragrance. Recommended dilution: normal (1:128).
NSF/USDA Classification C1. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
FRK F378822
Case 65.58

c T.E.T.

®

A

#2 Neutral Floor Cleaner

Low-foaming cleaner cleans effectively without dulling finish. Ultraconcentrated for portion-controlled dilution. Saves money, time and
labor while ensuring consistent, no-waste results. Citrus fragrance.
Lightweight, compact packaging transports easily. Quart bottle yields
32 four-gallon buckets (1:512) or 32 eight-gallon automatic scrubber
tanks (1:1024). 32-oz. bottle. 3 bottles per case.
FRK F375418
Case 58.00

JohnsonDiversey

d Floor Science

Cleaner

e Floor Science

Spray Buff

®

Johnson Wax Polymer Technology. Cleans deeply, gently without
rinsing. Leaves no film. Low foaming—use with mop and bucket or
automatic scrubber. Concentrated for economical cleaning. Use daily
or for periodic deep cleaning. Can be used with conventional, highspeed or ultra high-speed maintenance programs. Cleans in minimal
time. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
♦DRK 96792
Case 54.36
®

B

C

Johnson Wax Polymer Technology. Cleans and restores the
high-gloss “wet look” of Floor Science® Finish (sold separately).
Premium performance—cleans, shines, removes heel marks,
scratches, ingrained dirt. Leaves a brilliant shine without buildup or
discoloration. Effective with low-speed or high-speed floor machines.
Works in minimal time. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
DRK 96896
Case 121.28
D

Reckitt Benckiser

f MASTERPIECE

®

E

Neutral Cleaner

Concentrated. A combination of four detergents. An excellent daily
cleaner for both resilient and nonresilient floors. Low foaming and
rinse-free; won’t strip, dull or harm the floor finish or surface. Neutral
pH range at 1:64 use-dilution. Contains no ammonia, phosphates or
alkalies. NSF/USDA Classification C1. Effective for either mop-on or
autoscrubber applications. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
REC 74454
Case 46.58

g Professional MOP & GLO

®

Floor Shine Cleaner

TRIPLE ACTION™

Convenient and quick one-step process cleans away dirt, leaves a
beautiful shine and provides long-lasting floor protection. Safe for use
on regular and no-wax floors. 64-oz. bottle. 6 bottles per case.
REC 74297
Case 94.84
F

CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!
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